
The Fifth of the Articles of Confederation established:

"Each State shall maintain its own delegates in a
meeting of the States, and while they act as members
of the committee of the States."

The State Legislatures determined the rate of pay and
paid their delegates to the Confederate Congress.  Each
State under the Articles was allowed to send between two
and seven delegates to attend the "meeting of the States"
(the Congress) at the expense of the individual State
which sent them.  The States were also to support their
single delegate of the "Committee of the States" which sat
during the recess of Congress.

Under the August 6, 1787 Committee of Detail
Report during the Constitutional Convention, the said
committee members proposed Article VI, Section 10 for
the Constitution, which was worded:

"The members of each House shall receive a
compensation for their services, to be ascertained and
paid by the State, in which they shall be chosen."

Discussion on August 14 th centered on this proposed
section that members be paid by their respective States.

Pierce Butler, of South Carolina, thought that having
each State pay its own members would be of benefit, so
members would not "lose sight of their Constituents"
because they would be "dependent on them for their
support".

The opposing school of thought centered on the
concept that House and Senate members would be too
dependent if the States paid them.  Colonel George
Mason of Virginia, noting that Senators were to be chosen
by the State Legislatures, declared: "both houses will be
made instruments of the politics of the States".

Large, wealthy States could more-easily afford to pay
their members well than smaller, poorer States.  Since it
was proposed that each State would also (separately)
ascertain the compensation of their members, each State
would have likely had a varying rate of pay for the same
service (as occurred under the Articles).  Theoretically, this
could directly relate to the competency of members of any
particular State under the popular principle "you get what
you pay for".  Of course, such undue advantage could lead
to continued benefit to the wealthy States because better-
paid, better-qualified members would be better-able to
legislate to their particular State's advantage.

Modification of this proposal could have been made
so that each State would pay the rate that Congress would
determine (creating uniformity of pay), but the idea of
one entity determining what another was to pay had
already been tried unsuccessfully under the Articles (see
the eighth Article).

New Hampshire, Connecticut, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina, and Georgia voted in favor of changing the
mode of compensation to "paying the Members of the
Legislature out of the National Treasury" (South Carolina
and Massachusetts voted against the proposal; Rhode
Island and New York were not present).

Article I, Section 6, Clause 1 of the Constitution is
the end result of that vote.  As finally proposed and
ultimately ratified, it details, in part, that:

"The Senators and Representatives shall receive
a Compensation for their Services, to be ascertained
by Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United
States."
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Mandating member's pay out of the Treasury of the
United States ultimately created an awkward situation
for Senators and Representatives.  The wording
"ascertained by Law" means that the money paid to
Senators and Representatives must be determined
through normal lawful procedure.

Every law, as detailed in Article I, Section 7, Clause
2, must pass the majority of a quorum of both Houses.
The effect of this procedure means that Senators and
Representatives must decide how much they are to pay
themselves.

Besides the general procedural requirements
common to every enacted law, Senators and
Representatives are specifically also made the
constitutional guardians of the Treasury; no money can
be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of
appropriations made by law at the direction of the
Senate and House of Representatives (see Article I,
Section 9, Clause 7).

When the convention delegates decided that
members should be paid out of the national Treasury (as
opposed to third-party State Legislatures determining
member's pay and then paying them), the only real
options were to fix member's pay in the Constitution at
a set rate, at an equivalent future value (at a relative
rate), or within the member's own discretion.

To use a relative rate, of course, one must pick an
item to relate to.  Some attributes that an ideal item
would have would be wide use (both currently and likely
in the future — something could have high value currently
only to be obsolete later); easily divisible (no sense trying
to split a milk cow) so the pay could be determined by
the day/week/month/quarter/or year with relative ease;
easily recognizable for having value; non-perishable
(perishable item also tend to more price fluctuations);
stability over time; and seen widely as having value.  

Of course, money itself fits those attributes nicely.
Placing the pay rate at a relative rate using something
other than money (referring to the stable money
provided for by the Constitution) as the reference
should actually be less desirable than setting it at a set
monetary rate. 

The value of money should theoretically fluctuate
less than all other goods and services; its stable nature is
the primary reason why it is money.  Money should be
the best barometer of relative prices, now and in the
future.

Setting the rate of member compensation at a fixed
dollar amount within the Constitution may well have
been considered imprudent, but it would have provided
powerful incentive for Congress to keep their hands off
monetary policy that undermines the integrity and
future value of money!

Setting the rate of compensation at a fixed dollar
amount within the Constitution would have also helped
maintain the relative importance of Congress compared
with jobs in the private sector.  The greatest reason for
the importance of each legislative seat to increase after
the Civil War was due to the increased role of government
interaction in society.  Due to this increased importance
of government, it was inevitable that compensation
relative to private-sector jobs would also increase.

This principle of increasing importance of
government relative to the private sector is understood
more easily with respect to American Presidents (since
they have been so few in number).  Government under
the Constitution was not meant to be at the forefront of
every business decision, at the dinner conversation of
every family.  Government was more to be seen
occasionally and heard from infrequently.

That two of America's most popular and beloved
Presidents are Abraham Lincoln and Franklin D.
Roosevelt speaks volumes about the condition of
American government for more than the last century.
Lincoln and Roosevelt are the two American Presidents
who most transformed the United States away from
their constitutional underpinnings and established
government action that is virtually antithetical to the
Constitution.

Those Presidents who limited their actions within
the narrow sphere of power granted them by the
Constitution are virtually unknown (which is more in
line with proper American government; action occurring
behind the scenes rather than being the scene itself ).

Allowing members to ascertain their compensation
left the field more open for the increased importance of
government members relative to private-sector jobs.
Growing government interference in the lives of the
individual Citizen is an end result.

Fixing the rate of pay (or an equivalency) within the
Constitution itself meant that it would have taken a
constitutional amendment to ever change it.  Being that
there have been only 27 Amendments ratified in over
two centuries, the likelihood of getting an Amendment
ratified with regards to member-pay was low.  The
convention delegates probably guessed as much, and
thus provided for the members themselves to set their
own rate of pay.
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Senators and Representatives must decide
how much they are to pay themselves.



With the Constitution laying the responsibility of
ascertaining the compensation of Senators and
Representatives on the Senators and Representatives
themselves, Congressmen must determine it by their
majority vote with the President's signature (or
inaction), or by themselves with a two-thirds majority
over the President's veto.

This arrangement of members determining their
own pay most likely lead to a lower pay for these
members than if they would have been paid by State
Legislatures (at least during the early years prior to
expanded government action).  Every time they
attempted to raise their pay, they dealt with the issue
that they were attempting to "feather their own bed"
unduly.

Congress raised the pay for many officials numerous
times before attempting to raise their own.

The 27 th Article in Amendment, proposed as the
Second Article in Amendment when the Bill of Rights
were first proposed in 1789, lay dormant for over 200
years due to insufficient ratification numbers.  The First
Congress, in the City of New York, proposed 12
Articles in Amendment because:

"The Conventions of a number of the
States…expressed a desire, in order to prevent
misconstruction or abuse of its powers, that further
declaratory and restrictive clauses should be
added."

The second proposed 1 Amendment finally became
the 27 th Amendment in 1992 when it was ratified by
the requisite three-fourths of State Legislatures.  It reads:

"No Law, varying the compensation for the
services of the Senators and Representatives, shall
take effect, until an election of Representatives shall
have intervened."

1.  The first proposed amendment, dealing with apportionment
of Representatives, has never been ratified, nor will it likely (it
dealt with numbers of Representatives under 100 [and 200] with
proportions of one Representative to 30,000/ 40,000/&
50,000 people at various times.  Now that there are 435
Representatives and proportions up into the 600,000's, this first
proposed amendment is now moot ).

The third proposed Article in Amendment was the first one
chronologically ratified, and thus became the First Amendment
that is familiar today regarding the barrier to the establishment
of a State religion; freedom of religion/speech/press/assembly;
and the right to petition the government.  The fourth proposed
Amendment became the Second ratified Amendment (with the
principle continuing through the twelfth proposed becoming the
Tenth ratified Amendment).

Any law enacted after 1992 varying the
compensation for Senators and Representatives cannot
take effect within the numbered Congress that passed it
due to this Amendment.  Mandating an election of
Representatives occur between the enactment and the
carrying into execution of that law varying the
compensation of members allows for Citizen-electors to
make their voices heard if they do not like the idea of
increased compensation (or decreased compensation,
theoretically).

Approximately one-third of Senators and all (435)
Representatives would be up for election any given
election cycle every second year.  If the electors felt
compelled to action by such vote of increased pay,
they could turn away those incumbents by failing to
re-elect them (whose replacements would get the new
salary).

Under the law enacted on September 22, 1789
(Vol. I, Statutes at Large, pg. 70), congressional pay was
set at $6 per day attended plus a travel allowance
between a member’s residence and the seat of Congress
was allowed at the beginning and end of each session or
meeting (i.e., one round-trip).

Being that pay over the years has increased from $6
per day initially to the current level in 2003 of
$154,700 per year (plus benefits), the rate of pay has
observably increased many-fold.

Continuing long enough, government often ends
up getting things backwards or opposite (especially
when strict-enough attention has not been paid to
government activities).  Congressional pay is no
different, at least in the manner of how it is now
increased.

No longer is it necessary for Congress to specifically
vote to increase their pay.  On November 30, 1989,
Congress enacted the Ethics Reform Act of 1989
(Public Law 101-194) that automatically raises their pay
in future years.

Because of this law, congressional pay will increase
automatically according to a given formula unless it is
temporarily blocked on any given year (until it is
permanently repealed ).  Of course, if those opposing
the pay-raise fail to gain the majority of both Houses, or
to over-ride the President's veto, then the attempt to
block the pay raise fails and the pay then automatically
increases.

That their salary has increased 58% under this
reverse-acting, automated law within the dozen or so
years that it has been enacted should not be of great
surprise to anyone.
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Article I, Section 6, Clause 1 continues with its
second principle:

"The Senators and Representatives…shall in all
Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the
Peace, be privileged from Arrest during their
Attendance at the Session of their respective
Houses, and in going to and returning from the same;
and for any Speech or Debate in either House, they
shall not be questioned in any other Place."

This second portion of the first clause of Section 6
privileges Senators and Representatives from arrest when
they are in session (or travel to or from) except in cases
of "Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace".

Normal civil processes (summons, suits, etc.) are not
served or instituted upon members during this time.
This privilege, which was passed unanimously and
without debate at the convention, was considered
necessary to keep legislative interruptions to a minimum.

This privilege was not given for the protection of
the individual members themselves, to place them above
the law, but to keep the body which holds the delegated
authority of Citizens sufficiently empowered to
competently govern.  To punish Citizens by effectively
removing their elected representatives from their
legislative seats (i.e., during a trial) was considered
unwarranted except in the most serious of cases when it
would have been patently unjust to keep them seated.

This privilege can be seen as an extension of the
power of Article I, Section 5, Clause 2; the power of
each House to punish (and expel) its Members for
disorderly behavior.  Section 5 does not by itself directly
prohibit other branches of government from also
punishing members, but when Sections 5 and 6 are
coupled together, the effect is essentially that only each
House may punish its members (at least during such
legislative session and for all but serious offenses).

This privilege from judicial review is in line with
Republican government in which the primary governing
authority rests on the delegated will of the people
operating through elected legislators.  To circumvent
such authority by judicial means in matters of relatively
minor importance would short-circuit such legislative
authority and, in the words of Jefferson, make
representative government a mere "shadow".

"That for the Judiciary to interpose in the
legislative department between the constituent and
his representative…is to put the legislative
department under the feet of the Judiciary, is to leave
us, indeed, the shadow, but to take away the
substance of representation." 2

Restricting judicial process helps keep the judicial
branch from undermining proper legislative authority.

Restricting the ability of others to question members
for "any Speech or Debate in either House" stems from
the early days of the British Parliament seeking similar
guarantees of non-interference from the British king.

Like the king before him (and the judiciary), it is also
improper for the President to attempt to make legislative
members answer to him for their legislative discussions.

An effective manner to silence someone is to sue in
court for slander (or libel) to make that person defend
his earlier statements.  The expenditure of time and
money and the concern over the potential outcome of
the trial could distract even the most dedicated public
servant from his proper duties.

With such express privilege from such processes,
Senators and Representatives have the freedom to speak
their minds in either House for the good of the republic
(actually, even to its detriment) without fear of judicial
recrimination (though they may be punished in each
House legislatively, if impropriety occurs).

Article I, Section 6, Clause 2 3 states:

"No Senator or Representative shall, during the
Time for which he was elected, be appointed to any
civil Office under the Authority of the United States,
which shall have been created, or the Emoluments
whereof shall have been encreased during such
time: and no Person holding any Office under the
United States, shall be a Member of either House
during his Continuance in Office."

Clause 2 prevents Senators and Representatives from
accepting any federal civil positions that were created
during their term, or for which the pay was then
increased.  They are free to accept any other federal
positions during this time:  however, due to the
prohibition of officers being members in the second
portion of Clause 2, they must first vacate their
legislative seats.
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"In republican government, the legislative
authority necessarily predominates."

James Madison,  The Federalist, # 51.

2.  The Works of Thomas Jefferson.  Vol. IX, pg. 450.
Edited by H. A. Washington.  Philadelphia.  J. B. Lippincott
& Co., 1871.  (Ford edition; see Vol. VII, pg. 160). 

3.  For further elaboration on this clause, please see The
Beacon of Liberty, Volume I: Issues 2 and 10.

Article I, Section 6, Clause 2

Privilege



Historically, there were two primary reasons that
members would decide to join the executive branch:
increased job security (as acknowledged in the old adage
— “elected members come and go, bureaucrats remain")
and better pay.  Constant travel between their home
State and the government seat remains another difficulty.

In 1816, Senators and Representatives enacted a law
(III Stat. 257) changing their pay based upon their daily
attendance (setting about 160 days/year average) to that
of an annually-based compensation (of $1,500), with
reductions in pay for missed days without cause.

There was a political uproar over paying members an
annual salary rather than their per diem rate.  The annual
rate too much approximated a salaried office which was
thought inappropriate for the legislative branch.  Due to
such controversy, on January 22, 1818 (III Stat. 404)
Congress set their pay back to a per diem rate (but at $8
per day plus $8 per 20 miles traveled) until 1856 (XI
Stat. 48), when the members set their pay at $6,000 per
two-year Congress ($3,000 per annual legislative session).

To understand relative compensation in that era, it is
helpful to look at other acts establishing government pay. 

Congress, in 1789, (Chapter XVIII, I Stat. 72) set
the pay for the Chief Justice at $4,000, and the associate
Justices at $3,500 each.  In the following chapter, the pay
for the Vice President of the United States was set at
$5,000; the President of the United States at $25,000 (to
also cover expenses).

In 1804, Congress (II Stat. 250) set the following
pay rates:

"To the Secretary of State, five thousand dollars.

“The Secretary of the Treasury, five thousand
dollars.

“The Secretary of War, four thousand dollars.

“The Secretary of the Navy, four thousand five
hundred dollars.

“The Attorney-General, three thousand dollars.

“The Comptroller of the Treasury, three thousand
five hundred dollars.

“The Treasurer, three thousand dollars.

“The Auditor of the Treasury, three thousand
dollars.

“The Register of the Treasury, two thousand four
hundred dollars.

“The Accountant of the War department, two
thousand dollars.

“The Accountant of the Navy department, two
thousand dollars.

“The Postmaster-General, three thousand dollars,
and  “The Assistant Postmaster-General, one
thousand seven hundred dollars; which sums shall be
respectively paid quarter-yearly, at the treasury of the
United States."

Historically, civil pay was better than legislative pay,
though members have made better strides towards
competitive pay in more recent decades.  Legislators only
sit part of the year and their pay took this into account.
State Legislators, U.S. Senators and Representatives alike
were seldom thought of as professional government
personnel; they were often Citizen-farmers, country
lawyers, and town merchants.  Representatives elected
every second year were especially close to the general
public.  Fewer legislative members were career politicians
in the early years (they were "temps").

Legislative seats have been the stepping-stones to
lofty bureaucratic offices by numerous former members.
Those overseeing large numbers of civil employees hold
prestigious positions; many people aspire to such jobs,
Congressmen included.

Congressmen, under the 1789 law discussed earlier,
were allowed $6 of travel allowance for every 20 miles
traveled.  This rate was capped so as not to exceed the
daily rate of $6 for the balance of the time between the
ending of one legislative session and the beginning of
another.

Thus, even if a Senator from South Carolina was
750 miles from the legislative seat, he would only get
travel allowance to the extent that he would not exceed
the aggregate sum of $6 per day left between sessions.

Even capped, this rate is even quite high by today’s
standards, acknowledging the difficulty of travel then.
Life in that era was difficult in all its aspects.  Everything
was done slowly and mainly by hand.  Roads were
primitive; sickness prevalent; work tedious.  

Paying someone today $6 for every 20 miles traveled
or paying them $6 to work a full day brings things into
better perspective with regards to what would be seen as
a large discrepancy between the two (one above current
market rate, the other but at a small fraction).

Using dollar-adjusted values, six dollars then would
be more like $112 now.4 $112 for a day’s worth of work
would cover many people’s wages (though not members),
but $112 for one person to simply travel 20 miles would
seem a like a fortune today (wouldn’t long-haul truckers
who haul 40,000 pounds of goods [and up] today like to
get over $5 per mile!   Of course, only by ship was it
then even economical to haul large quantities of goods).  
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Technological Advancement

4.   The gold Eagle ($10 coin) established in 1792 contained
270 grains of gold 11/12 ths fine;  equivalent to one ounce of
gold at $19.39.  One-ounce gold bullion coins sell on the
open market today for approximately $360; equating to an
adjusted ratio of one 1792 dollar to eighteen+ 2003 dollars.



One can understand from this example the
profound improvements and achievement two hundred
years has brought to America and the rest of the
civilized world.  Obviously, improvements in roads and
in the vehicles traveling those roads allow people to
travel great distances in short order.  Coast-to-coast
travel can occur in a few days (and even hours) that
could have easily taken a few months even a century-
and-a-half ago.  

Every other industry has also seen dramatic
improvements in capabilities and efficiencies allowing
for a greater amount of work to be done with far less
effort far more quickly.

One farmer on his powerful tractor can till the soil
far better and faster than could a 1,000 slaves and oxen.
Factories capable of outputting highly-engineered goods
of vastly superior quality inexpensively in massive
quantities sit on the street-corner of every city and town.

Road construction is but one profession that has
seen a dramatic increase in productivity.

My dad’s older cousin related to me the story of my
grandfather working off his "Four Dollars in Labor" to
pay his Road Poll Tax (similar to the stub shown below
for my father’s maternal grandfather [after whom I’m
named).  My Grandpa Frank drove his horse-drawn cart
under a ledge where he awaited for a small gas-powered
dozer to push a small load of dirt/rock onto the cart.
Grandpa then took and unloaded the cart along-side a
creekbed to build up a local roadbed.

Of course, modern excavators, dozers, scrapers and
dump trucks can make relatively short work of most
any hill or valley (once they are allowed to work).

Despite vast technological improvements, however,
one must question where the vast benefit of increased
productivity to the workingman has occurred (not in
the philosophical sense, but in the practical sense).

Homebuilding is also an excellent example for
comparison.  My paternal great-grandfather had the first
portion of his farmhouse completed by 1904.  It was
expanded significantly by the end of that same decade.
In 1973/4, my parents built on yet another addition.

It is educational to compare the quality of work and
materials between the original construction and the
early addition (which were of comparable quality) with
the 1973 addition.

In the first addition, hand-stacked rafters were used
which allowed for later conversion of the 3 rd-floor attic-
space into an exceptional bedroom for my brother and
me; manufactured trusses sit above the living space in
the '73 addition which allow but limited storage space.

Labor-intensive lathe and plaster was originally used
decades ago to cover the ceiling joists and wall studs;
laborsaving drywall was, of course, used in 1973.

Absent in '73 were the ten-foot high, 12" coved
ceilings with chair-rail molding found in the first
addition; but wood-grained, plastic corner-protectors
were glued over the drywall to keep the fragile corners
better-protected in the second addition.

A number of built-in cabinets were still included in
1973; though they were now made of birch plywood
instead of Clear, Vertical-Grain (old-growth) Douglas Fir.

Absent in 1973 were the wide, 5-piece trim molding
around doors and windows with crown and cornice
moldings found in the earlier building; instead, simple
2 ¼" base, window and door moldings were used.

Other materials were also better — a section of ¾"
galvanized water-pipe buried for 50 years still stopped a
tractor and ripper, yet a similar-sized new galvanized
pipe rusted through after only eight years of service.

The differences in quality aren’t necessarily inherent,
but generally represent intential choices for affordability.

Again, tool advancements today make much
quicker and more precise work, which should result in
reduced costs (all other things even, quality should then
be able to go up over time, not down).

Sliding, double-compound, motorized miter boxes
(a.k.a., "chop saws") and pneumatic nail-guns make
quick and accurate work of installing wood-trim.  Such
tools should allow greater use of decorative trim, not
less, but this is often so only in homes above $500,000.

The old foundation was one exception to the better
quality of the early buildings.  The newer concrete
footing and foundation was much stronger in both
additions than the hand-laid brick used in the original.
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Despite vast technological improvements,
however, one must question where the vast

benefit of increased productivity to the
workingman has occurred.



The aluminum-framed, flat windows of ‘73 were
also an improvement to the wavy glass windows with
wood frames that stuck shut during periods of high
humidity (though not as nice as more modern, vinyl-
framed, dual-paned, Argon-filled windows tinted to
reduce ultra-violet sun fading of carpets and furniture).

The home of my maternal-grandfather in
Ridgefield, Washington is another example.  Through
their hard work and frugal nature, he and my
grandmother raised 10 children in the house (with
adjacent out-buildings, barns and silo) he built by hand
without a bank mortgage on meager farm income
during the height of the great depression.

The house, with clear-cedar ceilings and hand-
wrought door catches, has weathered many storms (not
to mention 10 kids!) over the 70 years since it was built,
but would not pass today's building codes.  There were
no building permits taken out then at the cost of
thousands of dollars.  No building plans were then
submitted to the County building department now
housed with other county offices in the comforts of a
new, six-story, 160,000 square foot $22 million
administrative building with adjacent $19 million, 502-
space parking garage (and an additional 35-space
ground-level parking area).

To the public who must visit
any of the departments located
there (for example, to visit the
Building Department to pay
$10,000+ in "impact" fees to
build a house; to visit the
Treasurer to annually pay $2,000-
$4,000 in property taxes; to visit
the Assessor to challenge an
increase in the assessed value of
one's house during a period of
economic stagnation; or to visit
the Auditor to record the sale of
one’s house after paying $4,000+ in excises), only 28
spaces are available (with an additional eight spaces
reserved for persons with handicapped permits) over
which they can fight to park.5

To this public is extolled the virtues of light rail,
mass transit, High Occupancy Vehicle and bicycle lanes.

No county-engineer drew red-lines on building
plans which needed a licensed engineer's stamp looking
at national earthquake standards to rectify at a cost of
hundreds or thousands of dollars.  No County Building
Inspector trespassed on my grandfather's private
property and issued correction-slips, stop-work orders
and penalties for violations; yet took no liability for
oversights such as failure to note plumbing drains which
were not connected to the sewer lines in the crawlspace.

No Code Enforcement officer likewise prevented
my paternal great-grandparents from living in their barn
(on the second-floor, above the horses and cow) which
was built first until the Lake Shore farmhouse was
completed.

The increased costs associated with building a house
today, which my grandfather's generation did not face
70 years ago, are being paid out of future earnings at a
compound rate.  That my grandfather was able to
provide for his family of 12 on one income and provide
for his future and that of his family speaks volumes
about his character, work ethic and thrift; but it also
states a great deal about the societal structure and laws
under which he worked.  That he was able to make
decisions which impacted his family (and deal with the
consequences), without interference, simply meant he
was a responsible individual.

Spending habits may state a number of things about
the average American family of today, but that it
routinely takes two breadwinners working to provide for
their small family and pay for items (of occasionally-
questionable quality) which they bought yesterday also

has a great deal to say
about the societal
structure and laws under
which today's families
work.

The broader the
activity of government,
the more employees it will
need.  The greater the
government pay, the more
people will aspire to such
positions.  The more
people employed by
government, the more

governing they can do.  The more governing done, the
more rules there are to follow.  The more rules there are
to follow, the higher the costs associated in any activity
that must follow those rules.  The higher the costs, the
less money and time people will have for other
activities; the less freedom they will enjoy.
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5.  2005 publisher’s note:  to the county’s credit, another 20 public
spaces were later added to alleviate public parking shortages.



That civil jobs were desirable — in pay, security, and
comfort — gives better understanding for the steady
increase in the number of jobs provided by the federal
government.  Looking at the number of federal civilian
jobs over many decades (see chart below) since the early
years of government under the Constitution, one can
understand government to be a creation-of-jobs
government (at least within the government itself ).

The total number of government employees often
doubled within a single term of a decade, even when
large numbers of employees where already employed
(1871 to 1881; 1931 to 1941).  While one may want to
discount certain eras because of war (such as World War
II), post-war employment numbers did not fall, but
continued to grow.

The chart shows a tapering off of government growth
rates by the 1970’s, but realize that it does not take into
account the greater use of private contractors working
indirectly for government; private companies fulfilling
government contracts; or government grants providing
private employment for government purposes. 

Of course, with increasing numbers of government
employees comes increased government expenditures;
further necessitating increased government revenue.

American businesses of most any size and field are
struggling under intense competition, dwindling
prospects of profit, and the crushing cost of conforming
to intense regulatory control.  American businesses
cannot be said to be better-off than their counterparts of

decades and centuries ago, even for
their giant leap of productivity.

American families and
individuals, even those frugal and wise,
can often be but one minor health or
business tragedy away from bankruptcy
and even the streets.  They have lost
much of their autonomy, independence
and freedom of their fore-fathers.
They enjoy many benefits from
increased technology and productivity
gains, though not near as much as one
would expect.

The vast increase of government
in size, complexity, and breadth of
action has taken much of the benefit of
the great increase of American
productivity.  It would have been
impossible for government to
confiscate one-third or one-half of the

income from the average 18 th or 19 th century American;
they were simply not that productive to be able to live on
that which remained.  Increased productivity, without
vigilance against improper government action, has
allowed for the increased enslavement of the American
Citizen at the hands of government.

Most early Americans did most things themselves,
decreasing the opportunity of government to obtain any
type of transaction tax (duties, imposts, excises).

Twentieth-century Americans, seeking to benefit
from the capital investment, productivity and experience
of others, began purchasing more things which their
ancestors made themselves (or did without).  Increased
numbers of transactions has provided government greater
opportunities to extract money.

Limiting government action within its proper sphere
would allow Americans more goods of higher quality with
less effort, allowing them the comfort to spend more time
in pursuits of their desires other than merely getting by.
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Year Legislative Judicial Total 
Government 
Employees

Year

Post Office Defense      
civilian only

Other

1816 243 115 3,341 190 938 4,827 1816
1831 289 136 8,764 377 1,926 11,492 1831
1851 384 177 21,391 403 3,919 26,274 1851
1861 393 173 30,269 946 4,891 36,672 1861
1871 618 247 36,696 1,183 12,276 51,020 1871
1881 2,579 2,762 56,421 16,297 21,961 100,020 1881
1891 3,867 2,731 95,449 20,561 34,834 157,442 1891
1901 5,690 2,730 136,192 44,524 50,340 239,476 1901
1911 5,902 2,330 211,546 60,283 115,844 395,905 1911
1921 9,202 1,920 251,300 138,293 160,427 561,142 1921
1931 11,192 1,809 297,159 107,980 191,606 609,746 1931
1941 18,712 2,526 335,008 556,073 525,363 1,437,682 1941
1951 22,835 3,930 482,281 1,235,498 738,122 2,482,666 1951
1970 30,869 6,887 741,216 1,219,125 983,477 2,981,574 1970
1980 39,710 15,178 660,014 960,116 1,200,848 2,875,866 1980
1991 38,504 25,805 804,338 1,012,716 1,230,549 3,111,912 1991
2000 31,157 32,186 860,726 676,268 1,171,107 2,708,101 2000

Executive Department

Number of Federal Government Employees     

Chart compiled from Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1970, Bureau of the Census, pp. 1102 &

1103; Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1993, Bureau of
the Census, pg. 343; Statistical Abstract of the United States,

2001, Bureau of the Census, pg. 319; 
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